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ABSOLUTELY STRUCTURALLY STABLE
DIFFEOMORPHISMS1

JOHN  FRANKS

Abstract. This paper gives a proof that if a diffeomorphism is

structurally stable in a strong sense then it satisfies Axiom A of S.

Smale. This provides a weakened converse of a theorem of J. Robbin

on structural stability.

In this note we prove some results on structurally stable diffeomorphisms

analogous to recent results on D-stability in [2] and [4]. Recall that a

diffeomorphism/: A/—>-M of a compact manifold is said to be structurally

stable if there is a neighborhood N off in T)iffx(M) with the property that to

each g e N there corresponds a homeomorphism h of M such that go h—

« °fi In [5], J. Robbin proves a conjecture of Smale which provides

sufficient conditions for / to be structurally stable when / is C2. In this

paper we show that if the definition of structurally stable is strengthened

these conditions are necessary as well as sufficient.

Definition. A diffeomorphism /:M—>-A/ is absolutely structurally

stable if there is a neighborhood N offin Diff1(M) and a function <f>:N-^>-

C°(M,M) such that:

(1) <f>(g) is a homeomorphism for each g e N, and <£(/)=id:M-»-M.

(2) g » <f>(g)=<f>(g) »/.
(3) There is a constant K>0 such that

sup d(<j>(g)(x), x) ^ K sup d(f(x), g(x)),

where d is a metric on M.

Theorem 1. Iff.M^-M is C2 and M is compact then f is absolutely

structurally stable if and only if f satisfies Axiom A and the strong trans-

versality property.

We remark that the requirement that/be C2 is necessary for only one

direction of the implication. Even if/is only C1 it is still true that absolute

structural stability implies Axiom A and the strong transversality property.
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In [5], Robbin proves that if/is C2 and satisfies Axiom A and the strong

transversality property then a function <f> satisfying (1) and (2) of the

definition above exists and is continuous. However, a stronger statement

holds.

Theorem 2. Iff is C2 and is absolutely structurally stable then <f> and N

can be chosen so that <f>:N—*C°(M, M) is a C1 map.

Proof of Theorem 1. We first show that Axiom A and strong trans-

versality imply absolute structural stability. The continuous maps from

M to itself, C°(M, M), have the structure of a C°° Banach manifold. We

will identify the tangent space to C°(M, M) at id with T0, the space of

continuous sections of the tangent bundle TM (see [1] or [3] for this). T0

is a Banach space with the sup norm.

Let exp : TM-*M be the exponential map arising from a C°° Riemannian

metric on M; then there is an open neighborhood U of 0 in T0 such that

the map Y : U~*-C°(M, M) given by xF(y)=exp o y defines a C00 chart on

C°(M,M). Note that if h=Y(y) then supxsM d(h(x), x)=\\y\\, where || || is

the sup norm on T0 and also Z)T(O) : r°->-ro is the identity.

We define the adjoint map/#:r°-*r° by f#(y)=df~l ° y of (this co-
incides with the definition of/# in [5] but is the inverse of the/* defined in

[2])-
In [5], Robbin shows that iffis C2 and satisfies Axiom A and the strong

transversality condition then there is a neighborhood N of/in DifF(M),

and a linear map J: ro-*ro satisfying

(1) (/-/#) ° J=I, the identity on Vo, and^

(2) for each g e N there is a unique point, <fi(g), in U nimage J which has

the property that if h=x¥($(g))=exp ° f(g) then A is a homeomorphism

and g~x o h °f=h. Also 4>:N—*T° is continuous.

If we define <j>(g) to be T(<£(g))=exp ° <j>(g) then (f> satisfies (1) and (2) of

the definition of absolute structural stability so we need only show that (3)

holds.

Since (/—/*) » J=I, if R is the image of J, Ris a closed subspace of V

and is a complement to the kernel of (/—/*). Also (I—f#):R—>-T0 is an

isomorphism. Define F: C°(M, M)->-C°(M, M) by F(h)=f~* o h °/and de-

fine F: U'-+r° by F(y)=Y-1 ° F° Y where V is a suitably chosen neighbor-

hood of 0 in U. Let W=RrMJ, then (/-F):PF-*r° is a C1 map and its

derivative at 0 is (I-f^):R->-T0 (for this see [3] or [1, p.' 780]). Since

(I—f#):R—*r° is an isomorphism by the inverse function theorem there is

a neighborhood W' of 0 in IF on which I—Fis a diffeomorphism. Hence

there is a constant q>0 such that \\(I— F)(y)\\^.q\\y\\ for all y e W', so

Il7l!=9_1lly—F(y)||. Since exp is C1 there is a constant Kx>0 such that

\\Y-F(y)\\^KisnPxeMd(exp(y(x)), exp(F(y)(x)))  if  |[y||   is   sufficiently
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small. Hence if A^is a sufficiently small neighborhood of/in DiffX(M), g e N,

and we let h=<f>(g) and y=xY~x(<f>(g)) we have

sup d(h(x), x) = \\y\\ ̂  q~x \\y - F(y)\\
xeM

< Kxq~x sup d(F(h)(x), h(x))
xeM

= Kxq~x sup d(f~x o hof(x),h(x))
xeM

= Kiq-X sup d(f~x o h o f(x), g'x o h o fix))
xeM

= Kxq-1 sup dif-\x), g-x(x)).
xeM

But supieM d(f~x(x), g'x(x))=s\xpx£M d(f~l o g(x), x) and since/-1 is C1

there is a constant K2 such that d(x,y)^K2d(f(x),f(y)) for all x,y e M.

Thus if K=KxK2q-x,

sup d(h(x), x)<:K sup rf(g(x),/(x))
xeM xeM

as was to be shown.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we note that if/ is absolutely

structurally stable it is a fortiori absolutely O-stable so by the results of

[2] and [4] it satisfies Axiom A and by a theorem asserted in [6] which is

not difficult to prove, a structurally stable diffeomorphism which satisfies

Axiom A also satisfies the strong transversality condition.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2. We use the same terminology as in the proof of

Theorem 1. By Theorem 1,/and hence also/-1 will satisfy Axiom A and

the strong transversality property so we can again cite the results of

Robbin [5], this time applied to/-1. Namely, there is a neighborhood N'

off-1 in DiffHM) and a linear map 7:ro^r° such that (/-/#-1) <=/=/

and if g e N' there is a unique y e R, the image of/, such that g ° « of~1=h

if «=exp ° y.

Now let K be the kernel of /-/#-1 and recall that r°=K®R. If N0 is a

sufficiently small neighborhood of/in Diff^Af) then the map H:N0xKx

R^T°, given by H(g, ylt y2)=y2-T-1(g o Y(Yl, y2) °/-1) is well defined

when HyJ and ||y2|| are small enough. Y is a C° chart and the map N0x

C°(M, M)-*C°(M, M) which sends (g, h) to g o « o/-i is C1 (see [1]), so

H is a C1 map. It also follows from the results of [1] that the partial

D3H(f, 0, 0):/?->-roisjust/—/#-1 which is an isomorphism since J is its in-

verse. Hence by the implicit function theorem there is a neighborhood V of

(/, 0) in N0xKand a unique C1 map 6: V^R such that H(g, yl5 d(g, yx)) =

0 for all (g, yx) e N0x K. Let A/={g|(g, 0) 6 V} and let $:N^R be given
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by $(g)=B(g,0), then $ is C1 and H(g,0,$(g))=0 so $(g)=

W_1(g ° Y(<j>(g)) °/_1). But if y is section corresponding to g-1 which is

guaranteed by the result of Robbin cited above then y e R and y=

x¥~1(g ° T(y) °/_1) so by uniqueness of <j>(g), y=$(g). Thus if we define

<£=¥" o <f>, then (f> is a C1 map but also if g e A7, <£(g)=exp o y=h, a homeo-

morphism satisfying g ° h °f~1=h.   Q.E.D.
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